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Economic Growth, CO2 Emissions and Energy Consumption: 
What Causes What and Where? 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper applies panel vector autoregression (PVAR) along with a system-generalized 
method of moment (System-GMM) to examine the dynamic causal relationship between 
economic growth, carbon emissions and energy consumption for 116 countries over the period 
1990-2014. Using multivariate model, the empirical results from this study have established 
key relationships that have important policy implications. First, at the global level and regional 
levels, economic growth does not cause energy consumption. Second, with the exception of 
Latin America and the Caribbean region, economic growth has no causal impact on carbon 
emission. Third, economic growth has a negative causal impact on carbon emission in the 
Carribean-Latin America region. Fourth, carbon emission positively causes economic growth. 
Fifth, energy consumption causes economic growth positively in sub-Saharan Africa and at the 
global level while it causes economic growth negatively in MENA, Asia-Pacific and 
Caribbean-Latin America regions. Sixth, energy consumption causes carbon emission 
positively at the global level and the MENA region but causes carbon emission negatively in 
Africa and Latin America and Caribbean region. The impulse response function shows 
evidence of Environmental Kuznets curve in sub-Saharan Africa. The policy implications of 
this paper are discussed.   
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1. Introduction 

This paper aims to employ an integrative framework approach to examine the 

relationship between economic growth, energy consumption and carbon emissions at global 

and regional levels. Climate change has been the most challenging environmental issue in our 

time and has attracted the attention of international organizations, policymakers and 

researchers. The Kaya identity attributes total carbon emission resulting in global warming to 

economic growth, the intensity of energy consumption, population growth and intensity of 

carbon emission (Kaya & Yokoburi, 1997). On the other hand, researchers and policymakers 

have attributed the high-intensity of carbon emission to energy consumption due to rapid 

economic growth and an increased use of fossil fuel (Ahmad et al., 2017; Andreoni & 

Galmarini, 2016; Sohag, Begum, Abdullah, & Jaafar, 2015).   

According to Stern (2007), the overall cost that will be associated with climate change 

resulting from carbon emission will be equivalent to about 5 percent reduction in GDP each 

year, now and forever and even 20 percent if immediate action is not taken. It has, therefore, 

been suggested that to mitigate carbon emission, the demand for energy needs to be reduced 

(Martinho, 2016). Contrarily, it is also argued that there are macroeconomic costs of mitigating 

carbon emissions (Amano, 1993; Fan, Zhang, & Zhu, 2010; Hourcade & Robinson, 1996). 

Thus, an attempt to reduce non-renewable energy consumption in other to mitigate carbon 

emissions will put negative pressure on economic growth since energy is a key input in the 

production function (Ahmad et al., 2017; Al-mulali & Binti Che Sab, 2012; Asafu-Adjaye, 

2000; Mahadevan & Asafu-Adjaye, 2007; Omri, 2013; Omri, Nguyen, & Rault, 2014; 

Sadorsky, 2011, 2012). To some extent, these counter arguments make economic, 

environmental and energy conservation policies an odd with one another.  

These conflicting arguments have resulted in debates between researchers and 

policymakers resulting in two major strands of empirical works. The first strand of the 

empirical research has been examining the environment-economic growth nexus which tests 

the validity of the Environmental Kuznets curve. The Environmental Kuznets curve (EKC) 

argues that the quality of the environment will initially deteriorate as income increases; 

however, it will eventually improve as income increases in the long-run (Grossman & Krueger, 

1995). Thus, an increase in economic growth will initially increase carbon emissions and 

carbon emissions will eventually reduce as economic growth increases. Numerous empirical 

studies have been conducted on the environmental-economic growth nexus with inconsistent 



results ( see Ahmad et al., 2017; Apergis & Ozturk, 2015; Dinda, 2004; Huang, Hwang, & 

Yang, 2008; Narayan & Narayan, 2010; Ozcan, 2013; Özokcu & Özdemir, 2017; Saboori, 

Sulaiman, & Mohd, 2012; D. I. Stern, 2004; D. I. Stern & Common, 2001). 

The second strand of the empirical studies has been investigating the relationship 

between energy consumption and economic growth. These studies were pioneered Kraft and 

Kraft (1978) in their seminal work.  Earlier versions of these studies, which were conducted 

using bivariate models, have been criticized due to omitted variable bias which could lead to 

inconsistent estimates (see Akarca & Long, 1980; Yu & Hwang, 1984). However, recent 

studies have been conducted using multivariate models and advanced time series estimation 

approaches but the findings from these studies have been conflicting (see Apergis & Payne, 

2010; Asafu-Adjaye, 2000; Cong, Aidong, & Chongqi, 2011; Dagher & Yacoubian, 2012; 

Dergiades, Martinopoulos, & Tsoulfidis, 2013; Huang et al., 2008; Kandemir Kocaaslan, 2013; 

Lee, 2006; Lee & Chang, 2007; Mahadevan & Asafu-Adjaye, 2007; Mutascu, 2016; Narayan 

& Smyth, 2008; Oh & Lee, 2004; Ozturk, 2010; Zhang-wei & Xun-gang, 2012; Y.-J. Zhang, 

2011; Zhixin & Xin, 2011).  

The causal relationship between economic growth, energy consumption and carbon 

emissions has important policy implications and must be carefully studied (Soytas & Sari, 

2009). Thus, energy consumption has a direct impact on carbon emission (Ang, 2007) and, 

therefore, understanding the relationships between these variables in tandem will help solve 

any conflicting impact of economic, environmental and energy conservation policies on one 

another. Put differently, Ang (2007) argues that economic growth, energy consumption and 

carbon emission are inter-related and, therefore, their relationship must be examined using an 

integrated framework to avoid misspecification. However, with the extensively published 

literature on economic growth and environment relationship and a separate even more 

extensive literature looking at the relationship between economic growth and energy 

consumption, very few empirical works bring these two separate streams of literature together 

to examine the causal relationships between economic growth, energy consumption and carbon 

emission. In addition, there are only a limited number of studies that examine the Granger 

causality link between economic growth and environmental degradation (Soytas, Sari, & 

Ewing, 2007). The aim of this study is to fill in these gaps by providing a new empirical studies 

evidence on the causal linkages between economic growth, energy consumption and carbon 

emissions using the multivariate framework by controlling for trade openness. 



This study is unique from any other empirical studies that have examined the 

relationships between economic growth, energy consumption and carbon emission and 

contributes to the literature in three main ways. Frist, this study is the first to utilize the recently 

developed panel vector autoregression (PVAR)2 to examine the causal relationship between 

energy consumption, CO2 emission, and economic growth. This advanced econometric 

approach is efficient and its estimates are robust as it uses system-generalized method of 

moment (system-GMM) estimator to estimate the relationships and test the Granger causality 

simultaneously between variables. This advanced econometric approach helps solve the issue 

of endogeneity and, therefore, makes the results consistent and robust. The variance 

decomposition and the impulse response functions are sensitive to variable ordering; this 

enables the study to forecast how a shock in economic growth will affect energy consumption 

and carbon emission in both short-run and long-run. 

To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first study to have used a larger sample 

size of 116 countries to examine the causal relationships between energy consumption, CO2 

emissions, and economic growth. Finally, this study further disaggregate this global sample 

into regional samples to examine the causal relationship between these variables on regional 

levels and to make sound policy recommendations. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the review of the 

literature, followed by section 3 and 4 which gives an overview methodology and data 

respectively. Section 5 presents the main empirical results, followed by policy analysis in 

section 6. Section 7 gives concluding remarks of the study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2 See the methodology for the more discussions on the system-GMM PVAR. 



2. Literature review 

The studies examining the relationship between economic growth, carbon emission and 

energy consumption have been categorized into two main groups. The first strand of the 

empirical works has been investigating the relationship between economic growth and carbon 

emission which aims at testing the validity of the Environmental Kuznets curve (EKC) while 

the second strand of the empirical works has been examining the causal relationship between 

economic growth and energy consumption. It has been argued against the EKC that an 

increasing income will not always improve the environment as it has been established that 

pollutant emissions – carbon emissions- are monotonically increasing with income (Fodha & 

Zaghdoud, 2010; Holtz-Eakin & Selden, 1995). In addition, given that energy consumption 

also has a direct impact on the level of environmental pollution (carbon emission), examining 

these two strands of studies using an integrated framework is necessary. Thus, economic 

growth, energy consumption and carbon emission are inter-related and, therefore, their 

relationship must be examined using an integrated framework to avoid misspecification (Ang, 

2007, p. 4773). However, few empirical works have analysed the relationship between 

economic growth, carbon emission and energy consumption using the integrated framework 

(Ang, 2007; Soytas & Sari, 2009; Soytas et al., 2007) and the results presented by these studies 

have been inconclusive.  

For instance, Ang (2007) examined the dynamic causal relationships between pollutant 

emissions, energy consumption and output for France over the period 1960-2000 using 

cointegration and vector error-correction modelling techniques. The results showed a robust 

long-run relationship between these variables. The causality results indicated that economic 

growth exerts a causal influence on the growth of energy use and growth of pollution in the 

long-run. The results also point to a uni-directional causality running from growth of energy 

use to output growth in the short run. Contrarily, Jahangir Alam, Ara Begum, Buysse, and Van 

Huylenbroeck (2012) also investigated the dynamic causality between energy consumption, 

electricity consumption, carbon emissions and economic growth in Bangladesh using Johansen 

cointegration, VECM and ARDL techniques. The results indicated that uni-directional 

causality exists from energy consumption to economic growth both in the short and the long-

run while a bi-directional long-run causality exists between electricity consumption and 

economic growth but no causal relationship exists in short-run. The strong causality results 

indicate bi-directional causality for both the cases. A uni-directional causality runs from energy 



consumption to CO2 emission for the short-run but feedback causality exists in the long-run. 

CO2 Granger causes economic growth both in the short and in the long-run. 

 Soytas et al. (2007) investigated the Granger causality relationship between income, 

energy consumption, and carbon emissions, including labour and gross fixed capital formation 

in the model. They found that income does not Granger cause carbon emissions in the US in 

the long-run, but energy use does. In addition, Soytas and Sari (2009) extended their study to 

Turkey and they discovered that carbon emissions Granger cause energy consumption, but the 

reverse is not true. Also, using ARDL bound testing, Halicioglu (2009) examined the dynamic 

causal relationships between carbon emissions, energy consumption, income, and foreign trade 

in the case of Turkey using the time-series data for the period 1960–2005. The Granger 

causality results indicated that in the long-run, energy consumption, income, squared income 

and foreign trade Granger-cause CO2 emissions and the direction of causality runs interactively 

through the error-correction term from energy consumption, income, squared income and 

foreign trade to the CO2 emissions. There exists another long-run Granger causality which runs 

interactively through the error-correction terms from energy consumption, CO2 emissions, 

squared income and foreign trade to the income. In the case of short-run causality tests, there 

are four bilateral Granger causality relationships. Out of these, two of them have meaningful 

economic implications. The first causality relationship indicates that there exists bi-directional 

Granger causality between CO2 emissions and commercial energy consumption. These 

findings contradict Soytas and Sari (2009) findings in Turkey. 

Also, Zhang and Cheng (2009) investigated the existence and direction of Granger 

causality between economic growth, energy consumption, and carbon emissions in China over 

the period 1960-2007 while controlling for capital and urban population. The results revealed 

a uni-directional  Granger causality running from GDP to energy consumption, and a uni-

directional  Granger causality running from energy consumption to carbon emissions in the 

long-run. Evidence shows that neither carbon emissions nor energy consumption leads 

economic growth. Menyah and Wolde-Rufael (2010) also used ARDL bound test to examine 

the long-run and the causal relationship between economic growth, pollutant emissions and 

energy consumption for South Africa for the period 1965–2006 while controlling for labour 

and capital. They found a short-run as well as a long-run relationship among the variables with 

a positive and a statistically significant relationship between pollutant emissions and economic 

growth. Further, applying a modified version of the Granger causality test they also found a 

uni-directional causality running from pollutant emissions to economic growth; from energy 



consumption to economic growth and from energy consumption to CO2 emissions all without 

a feedback. 

Using Canonical Cointegrating Regression (CCR), Al-mulali, Lee, Hakim Mohammed, 

and Sheau-Ting (2013) investigated the causal relationship between energy consumption, 

carbon dioxide emission, and economic growth in the Latin American and Caribbean countries 

over the period 1980-2008. They discovered that 60percent of the countries have a positive bi-

directional long-run relationship between energy consumption, carbon dioxide emission and 

economic growth while the others have mixed results. Mirza and Kanwal (2017) also 

investigated the dynamic causality between economic growth, energy consumption and CO2 

emissions for Pakistan using Johansen-Julius co-integration test, ARDL and VECM 

techniques.  They found the presence of bi-directional causalities between energy consumption, 

economic growth and the CO2 emissions. 

 Arouri, Ben Youssef, M'Henni, and Rault (2012) also used bootstrap panel unit root 

tests and cointegration techniques to investigate the relationship between carbon dioxide 

emissions, energy consumption, and real GDP for 12 Middle East and North African Countries 

(MENA) over the period 1981–2005. The results showed that in the long-run energy 

consumption has a positive significant impact on CO2 emissions. The results further showed 

that real GDP exhibits a quadratic relationship with CO2 emissions for the region as a whole. 

However, although the estimated long-run coefficients of income and its square satisfy the 

EKC hypothesis in most studied countries, the turning points are very low in some cases and 

very high in other cases, hence providing poor evidence in support of the EKC hypothesis. CO2 

emission reductions per capita have been achieved in the MENA region, even while the region 

exhibited economic growth over the period 1981–2005. 

 Omri (2013) examined the nexus between CO2 emissions, energy consumption and 

economic growth using simultaneous-equations models with panel data of 14 MENA countries 

over the period 1990–2011. The results showed that there exists a bi-directional causal 

relationship between energy consumption and economic growth. However, the results 

supported the occurrence of uni-directional causality from energy consumption to CO2 

emissions without any feedback effects, and there exists a bi-directional causal relationship 

between economic growth and CO2 emissions for the region as a whole. Also, Salahuddin and 

Gow (2014) examined the relationship between economic growth, energy consumption and 

carbon dioxide emissions in GCC (Gulf Cooperation Council countries) countries. The results 



indicated a positive and significant association between energy consumption and CO2 

emissions and between economic growth and energy consumption both in the short- and the 

long-run. No significant relationship was found between economic growth and CO2 emissions. 

Energy consumption and CO2 emissions Granger cause each other while uni-directional causal 

link running from economic growth to energy consumption was also found to exist.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Methodology  

In this study, panel vector autoregression (PVAR) methodology was adopted. The 

PVAR combines the traditional VAR approach, which treats all the variables in the system as 

endogenous, with the panel data approach, which allows for unobserved individual 

heterogeneity (Love & Zicchino, 2006, p. 193)3. The empirical model for energy consumption 

(logencpc), economic growth (logrdpg), carbon dioxide emission (logco2gdp) and the control 

variable trade openness (logtra) is given in equation (1). Following Andrews and Lu (2001)4, 

the optimal lag for the model selection was based on the first-order PVAR. Therefore, the first 

order panel VAR is specified as given below: 

Ζ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 +  Φ(Ι)Ζ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 + 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 +  𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖                                     (1) 

Where 𝑖𝑖 = 1, 2, 3 … … . .𝑁𝑁 and 𝑡𝑡 = 1, 2,3 … … .𝑇𝑇,  

Ζ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,  𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖. Φ(Ι) is the lag operator of the 

endogenous covariates, 𝑣𝑣 is individual specific effect, 𝜃𝜃 is fixed time effect and 𝜀𝜀 is the 

stochastic error term. Estimating equation (1) using Ordinary least squares (OLS) would lead 

to inconsistent results because of the country specific fixed and time effect. Therefore, to 

estimate equation (1), first difference approach is needed to remove the country specific effect.  

∆Ζ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = ∆𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 +  Φ(Ι)∆Ζ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 + ∆𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 + ∆𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 + ∆𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖                         (2) 

Where ∆ is the difference operator. Estimating equation (2) using OLS would still lead 

to inconsistent and bias results since the unobserved panel fixed effect5 is correlated with the 

lag of the independent variable (M. Arellano & Bond, 1991). To obtain consistent and efficient 

estimates under this condition, M. Arellano and Bond (1991) developed a generalized method 

of moment (GMM) which uses the lag of the dependent variable as an instrument to overcome 

the  problem of where (∆Ζ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 ∆𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) ≠ 0. However, when the autoregressive parameter is 

moderately large and the number of time series observations is moderately small, the widely 

used linear generalised method of moments (GMM) estimator obtained after first differencing 

 
3 (Love & Zicchino, 2006) were the earlier scholars to have used panel VAR in Stata in their studies and made 
these programs available to other researchers (see Abrigo & Love, 2015). 
4 The (Andrews & Lu, 2001) optimal model selection criteria resembles the widely likelihood-based selection 
criteria BIC, HQIC, and AIC. The GMM selection criteria are based on the J statistic for testing over-identifying 
restrictions.  
5 Since the fixed effects are correlated with the regressors due to lags of the dependent variables, the mean-
differencing procedure commonly used to eliminate fixed effects would create biased coefficients. To avoid this 
problem, the forward mean-differencing, also referred to as the ‘Helmert procedure’ was used (Manuel Arellano 
& Bover, 1995). 



has been found to have large finite sample bias and poor precision in simulation studies (cited 

in Blundell & Bond, 1998, p. 115). To overcome this weakness of the first difference GMM6, 

Blundell and Bond (1998) developed the system-generalized method of moment (System-

GMM) which uses the lagged differences of the dependent variable as instruments for 

equations in levels and also includes the lagged levels of  the dependent variable as instruments 

for equations in first differences. Therefore, the PVAR was estimated using the robust system-

GMM estimator and test the Granger causality between energy consumption, CO2 emission, 

and economic growth. Unlike the traditional VAR, the system-GMM PVAR increases the 

estimation sample and makes the results more consistent and robust. 

The impulse response functions (IRF) describe the reaction of one variable to the shock 

in another variable within a system while holding all shocks equal to zero (Love & Zicchino, 

2006). In the model, I assumed that the panel error-term is identical and normally distributed. 

However, in practice this assumption could fail as the concrete variance-covariance of the 

errors are unlikely to be diagonal (Čeh Časni, Dumičić, & Tica, 2016; Love & Zicchino, 2006). 

Thus, it is necessary to decompose the residual in a way that they become orthogonalized in 

order to isolate shocks to one of the VAR errors. Variables in VAR should have recursively 

causal ordering7 based on their degree of exogeneity (Sims, 1980). Thus, variables that come 

earlier in the ordering affect the following variables contemporaneously, as well as with a lag, 

while the variables that come later affect the previous variables only with a lag (Love & 

Zicchino, 2006).  

 In this paper, I specify with the assumption that a current shock to economic growth 

has a contemporaneous effect on energy consumption CO2 emission while energy consumption 

and CO2 emission have an effect on economic growth only with their lags. This is plausible 

because current environmental pollution and energy consumption would not affect current 

economic growth but they will affect future economic growth. Thus, current economic growth 

is affected by previous environmental pollution and energy consumption. Economic growth 

was ordered first, followed by energy consumption, carbon emissions and trade openness. The 

confidence intervals are needed to analyze the impulse response functions (IRF); following 

(Love & Zicchino, 2006) approach, the standard errors of the impulse- response functions were 

 
6 This uses the “Helmert procedure” which uses forward mean differencing to eliminate the only the forward 
mean and preserves the orthogonality between the transformed variables and lagged regression  (Love & 
Zicchino, 2006) 
7 This process is known as the Cholesky decomposition of variance-covariance matrix of residual and ensures 
orthogonalization of shocks 



calculated and  Monte Carlo simulations were used to generate confidence intervals. The 10 

years period forecast error variance decompositions were also estimated.  

 

4. Data 

The data for the study is over the period 1990-2014 for a total of 116 countries8. Energy 

consumption was proxied using kg of oil equivalent per capita. The GDP per capita growth 

was used to represent economic growth while carbon dioxide emission was proxied using 

carbon emission (kg) per 2010 US dollars as a percent of GDP. Trade openness was represented 

using (Export + Import) as percent GDP. These data were sourced from the World Bank 

Development Indicators (2016).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
8 See the appendix for the countries used in this study 



5. Empirical results and discussions 

This section reports the empirical results from the Granger causality9, forecast error 

variance decomposition and the impulse response functions analysis. 

 

5. 1 Granger Causality Results 

Focusing on the variables of interest, panel A of Table 1, shows that economic growth 

does not Granger cause energy consumption and carbon dioxide emission. This indicates that 

at the global level, an increase in economic growth will have no impact on carbon emission 

and energy consumption. Also, energy consumption does not Granger cause economic growth, 

however, energy consumption does Granger cause carbon dioxide emission and the 

relationship is positive. This suggests that 1 percent increase in energy consumption at the 

global level will increase carbon emission by 0.240 percent. Carbon emission positively causes 

economic growth. This suggests that global economic growth will increase by 0.858 percent 

when carbon emission increase by 1 percent. Carbon emission does not Granger cause energy 

consumption. Trade does not cause economic growth but it does Granger cause energy 

consumption and carbon dioxide emission and the relationships are negative. This implies that 

1 percent increase in trade openness will decrease energy consumption and carbon emission by 

0.041 percent and 0.034 percent respectively.  

As shown in panel B of Table 1, for Asia-Pacific region, the Granger causality shows 

that economic growth does not Granger cause energy consumption and carbon dioxide 

emission. Energy consumption Granger causes economic growth and the relationship is 

negative. This suggests that a percentage increase in energy consumption will decline economic 

growth by 4.361 percent. Energy consumption does not Granger cause carbon emission. 

Carbon emission does Granger cause economic growth and the relationship is positive. This 

implies that economic growth will increase by 1.396 percent when carbon emission increase 

by 1 percent. Carbon emission does not cause energy consumption. Trade openness does 

Granger cause economic growth and energy consumption and the relationship is negative. This 

indicates that 1 percent increase in trade openness will decrease economic growth in Asia-

Pacific by 0.310 percent, however, energy consumption will decrease by 0.014 percent when 

trade openness increases by 1 percent. Trade openness does not Granger cause carbon emission.  

 
9 Because of space, the Granger causality Wald test was not reported but available upon request  



In the Latin America and the Caribbean region, as shown in panel A of  Table 2, 

economic growth does not cause Granger cause energy consumption but economic growth 

Granger causes carbon emission and the relationship is negative. This means that a percentage 

increase in the economic growth will decrease carbon emissions by 0.010 percent. Energy 

consumption Granger causes economic growth and the relationship is negative. This suggests 

that a percentage increase in energy consumption will decrease economic growth by 4.876 

percent. Energy consumption Granger causes carbon emission and the relationship is negative. 

This suggests that 1 percent increase in energy consumption will reduce carbon emissions by 

0.357 percent. Carbon emission causes economic growth and the relationship is positive. This 

suggests that 1 percent increase in carbon emission will increase economic growth by 4.196 

percent. Carbon emission does not cause energy consumption. Trade openness does not 

Granger cause economic growth, energy consumption and carbon emissions. 

Panel B of Table 2 shows the Granger causality between economic growth, carbon 

emission and energy consumption in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region. The 

empirical results show that economic growth does not Granger cause energy consumption and 

carbon emission. Energy consumption does Granger cause economic growth and the 

relationship is negative. Thus, economic growth will decrease by 1.469 percent when energy 

consumption increases by 1 percent. Energy consumption does Granger causes carbon 

emission and the direction is positive. This implies that 1 percent increase in energy 

consumption will increase carbon emissions by 0.395 percent. Carbon emission does Granger 

cause economic growth and the relationship is positive. This indicates that 1 percent increase 

in carbon emission will increase economic growth by 2.181 percent. Carbon emission causes 

energy consumption and the relationship is negative. This implies that 1 percent increase in 

carbon emission will decrease energy consumption by 0.474 percent. Trade openness causes 

economic growth and the relationship is positive. This indicates that economic growth will 

increase by 0.147 percent when trade openness increases by 1 percent. Trade openness does 

Granger causes energy consumption and carbon emission and the relationships are negative. 

This implies that a percentage increase in trade openness will decrease energy consumption 

and carbon emission by 0.065 and 0.038 percent respectively. 

The Granger causality results in Table 3 shows that in sub-Saharan Africa, economic 

growth does not Granger cause energy consumption and carbon emission. Energy consumption 

does Granger cause economic growth and the relationship is positive. Thus, 1 percent increase 

in energy consumption will increase economic growth by 3.547 percent. Energy consumption 



causes carbon emission and the relationship is negative. This implies that 1 percent increase in 

energy consumption will reduce carbon emissions by 0.262 percent. Carbon emission does not 

Granger cause economic growth and energy consumption. Trade openness does Granger cause 

economic growth and carbon emission. However, trade openness causes economic growth 

positively while it causes carbon emission negatively. This suggests that an increase in trade 

openness will reduce carbon emission while it will increase economic growth in sub-Saharan 

African. Trade openness does not Granger cause energy consumption. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Table 1: Estimated Results from the Dynamic Panel SYS-GMM (Granger Causality) 
 

Panel A: GLOBAL 
                                                                             Dependent variables 
Independent variables  

dloggdpg 
 
dlogencpc 

 
dlogco2gdp 

 
dlogtra 

dloggdpgt-1  -0.002 -0.004 0.006 

  (0.00) (0.00) (0.01) 

dlogencpc t-1 -0.634  0.240*** 0.379** 

 (0.48)  (.07) (0.15) 

dlogco2gdp t-1 .858*** -0.032  -0.000 

 (0.31) (0.02)  (0.07) 

dlogtra t-1 -0.173 -0.041*** -0.034***  

 (0.16) (0.00) (0.01)  

Panel B: ASIA-PACIFIC 
 
 dAlogrgdpg dAlogencpc dAlogco2gdg dAlogtra 

dAloggdpgt-1  0.002 -0.001 0.023*** 

  (0.00) (0.00) (0.01) 

dAlogencpc t-1 -4.361***  -0.103 -0.550*** 

 (1.32)  (0.10) (0.18) 

dAlogco2gdp t-1 1.396*** 0.031  0.575*** 

 (0.50) (0.03)  (0.14) 

dAlogtra t-1 -0.310* -0.014*** -0.011  

 (0.19) (0.00) (0.02)  

Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors in parenthesis.  * p < 0.1, ** p <0.05, *** p < 0.01 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 2: Estimated Results from the Dynamic Panel SYS-GMM (Granger Causality) 

Panel A: CARIBBEAN-LATIN AMERICA 
Dependent variables 

Independent 
variables 

dLlogrgdpg dLlogencpc dLloglco2gdp dLlogtra 

dLloggdpgt-1  0.002 -0.0101** 0.009* 

  (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

dLlogencpc t-1 -4.876***  -0.357** 0.139 

 (1.59)  (0.16) (0.14) 

dLlogco2gdp t-1 4.196*** -0.065  -0.217*** 

 (1.20) (0.05)  (0.08) 

dLlogtra t-1 -0.356 0.009 -0.037  

 (0.65) (0.04) (0.07)  

Panel B: Middle East North Africa (MENA) 

 dMlogrgdpg dMlogencpc dMlogco2gdp dMlogtra 

dMloggdpgt-1  -0.003 0.003 0.024*** 

  (0.00) (0.00) (0.01) 

dMlogencpc t-1 -1.469**  0.395*** -1.190*** 

 (0.66)  (0.03) (0.12) 

dMlogco2gdp t-1 2.181*** -0.474***  1.300*** 

 (0.74) (0.06)  (0.16) 

dMlogtra t-1 0.147*** -0.065*** -0.038***  

 (0.05) (0.00) (0.00)  

Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors in parenthesis.  * p < 0.1, ** p <0.05, *** p < 0.01 

 

 
 
 
 
 



Table 3: Estimated Results from the Dynamic Panel SYS-GMM (Granger Causality)  
                                                                  SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 
                                                                        Dependent variables 
Independent variables dSlogrgdpg dSlogencpc dSlogco2gdp dSlogtra 

dSloggdpgt-1  0.001 -0.001 -0.003 

  (0.00) (0.01) (0.01) 

dSlogencpc t-1 3.547**  -0.740*** -0.400*** 

 (1.78)  (0.28) (0.13) 

dSlogco2gdp t-1 0.573 0.013  0.194*** 

 (0.50) (0.04)  (0.07) 

dSlogtra t-1 1.510*** -0.047 -0.220***  

 (0.55) (0.03) (0.07)  

Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors in parenthesis.  * p < 0.1, ** p <0.05, *** p < 0.01 

 

5.2. Forecast error variance decomposition   

The forecast error variance decomposition for the global and each region is reported10.  

At the global level, economic growth accounts for 0.002 percent of the variance in energy 

consumption while it accounts for 0.007 percent of the variation in carbon emission for 10-

years period ahead. In the Asia-Pacific, economic growth accounts for 0.033 percent of the 

variance in energy consumption while it accounts for 0.005 percent of the variation in carbon 

emission at the 10-years horizon.  

Economic growth accounts for 0.031 percent variation in energy consumption and 

0.015 percent in carbon emission in MENA countries over 10-years ahead. In the Caribbean 

and Latin America, economic growth shock accounts for 0.006 percent variation in energy 

consumption while it accounts for 0.016 percent variation in carbon emission. In sub-Saharan 

Africa, economic growth accounts for 0.016 percent variation in energy consumption while it 

accounts 0.039 percent of the total variation in carbon emission. These results suggest that an 

increase in economic growth has an insignificant or minor impact on carbon emission and 

energy consumption in both short run and long run. These results are evident in the Granger 

 
10 See the appendix for the variance decomposition tables 



causality tests, as economic growth does not cause carbon emission at the global as well the 

regional levels and also with the exception of the Carribean-Latin America region, economic 

growth does not cause energy consumption. 

 

5.3 Impulse Response Analysis 

The section presents the impulse response functions and the 95 percent confidence 

interval band that was generated based on 200 Monte Carlo simulations.  

The orthogonalization of the VAR residuals helps to isolate the response of energy 

consumption and carbon emission to a shock on economic growth. Figure 1 reports the global 

IRF of carbon emission and energy consumption to a shock in global economic growth. Figure 

1 shows that a positive shock on global economic growth initially decreases energy 

consumption and eventually increases and stabilizes in the long-run. A positive shock in global 

economic growth increases carbon emission and stabilizes in the long run after 5 years period.  

Figure 2 shows that a positive innovation in economic growth in Asia-Pacific decreases 

energy consumption and stabilizes in the long-run. A positive shock in Asia-Pacific economic 

growth initially decreases carbon emission and stabilizes in the long-run.  

In figure 3, a positive shock to economic growth in the Caribbean- Latin America 

countries decreases energy consumption and the impact is shortlived. A positive shock in 

economic growth initially decreases carbon emission and eventually increases carbon emission 

and stabilizes in the long-run. This is an evidence against the existence of Environmental 

Kuznets Curve (EKC) in the Caribbean- Latin America should there be a positive innovation 

in economic growth.  

Figure 4 shows that one standard deviation shock to economic growth in MENA region 

decreases energy consumption and stabilizes in the long run. A positive shock in economic 

growth in the MENA region has cubic effect on carbon emissions. This shows an evidence 

against the existence of  EKC in the MENA region.  

Figure 4 shows that a positive shock to economic growth in sub-Saharan Africa initially 

increases energy consumption and but later decreases and stabilizes in the long run.  Also, a 

positive shock in economic growth in sub-Saharan Africa initially increases carbon emission 



and later decreases and stabilizes in the long run. This shows an evidence of  EKC in sub-

Saharan Africa.  

The stability graphs show that PVAR satisfies the stability conditions. The VAR model 

is stable if all the companion matrix are strictly less one (Abrigo & Love, 2015; Hamilton, 

1994; Lutkepohl, 2005).  Thus, the VAR model is stable11 if all the eigenvalues lie in the unit 

circle. From the roots of the companion matrix, the global and regional eigenvalues lie in the 

unit circle which suggests that the PVAR models12 are stable.  

Figure 1: Global Impulse response functions 

 

 

 

 

 

 
11 Stability implies that the panel VAR is invertible and has an infinite-order vector moving-average 
representations, providing known interpretation to estimated IRF and forecast error variance decompositions 
(see Abrigo & Love, 2015) 
12 See the appendix for the stability graphs 
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Figure 2: Asia-Pacific impulse response functions 

 

 

Figure 3: Caribbean-Latin America impulse response functions 
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Figure 4: MENA impulse response functions 

 

Figure 5: Sub-Saharan Africa impulse response functions 
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6. Policy analysis 

The examination of the dynamic causal relationship between economic growth, energy 

consumption and carbon emission in a tandem has important implications for economic, energy 

and environmental conservation policies. This study employs system-GMM to estimate the 

correlation of the PVAR which takes into consideration the problem of the correlation lagged 

dependent variable and residuals.  

The results reveal that at the global level, there is no causal relationship between energy 

consumption and economic growth. Economic growth does not also cause carbon emission. 

Carbon emission uni-directional ly causes economic growth and direction is positive. Energy 

consumption uni-directionally causes carbon emission and the relationship is positive. The 

policy implications are that economic policies that aimed at increasing global economic growth 

will not have any causal impact on energy consumption and environmental pollution- thus an 

increase CO2 emissions. On the other hand, energy conservation policies will cause a reduction 

in environmental pollution- thus, reduction in carbon emission. However, environmental and 

energy conservation policies that seek that reduce carbon emission will cause a decline in 

global economic growth.  

In the Asia-Pacific region, economic growth also does not cause energy consumption 

and carbon emission. This suggests that structural policies that seek that increase economic 

growth in the Asia-Pacific region will not have any impact on energy consumption as well as 

carbon emission. Carbon emission uni-directionally causes economic growth and the direction 

is positive. This implies that carbon emission reduction policies will retard economic growth 

in Asia-Pacific region. It is evident that there is no causal relationship between carbon emission 

and energy consumption. This suggests that energy conservation policies will not have any 

impact on carbon emission while carbon emission policies will not have any impact on energy 

consumption. Energy consumption uni-directionally causes economic growth and the direction 

of causality is negative. This suggests that energy conservation policies will increase economic 

growth rate in Asia-Pacific. Thus, while energy conservation policies will not have any impact 

on carbon emission reduction, investing in green energy technologies will cause increase the 

economic growth rate.  

In Latin America and the Caribbean region, economic growth does not cause energy 

consumption. This implies that structural policies in Latin America and the Caribbean which 

seek to increase economic growth rate will not affect energy consumption. There is feedback 



causality between economic growth and carbon emission. However, economic growth 

negatively causes carbon emission. This shows that allowing the economy to growth will take 

care of environmental pollution- thus reducing carbon emission. On the other hand, carbon 

emission causes economic growth positively. This suggests that carbon emissions reduction 

policies will cause a decline in Latin America and the Caribbean’s economic growth rate. There 

exist negative uni-directional causality which runs from energy consumption to economic 

growth. This shows that policies that aimed at reducing energy consumption and investing in 

renewable energy will increase the economic growth rate. Energy consumption uni-

directionally causes carbon emission and the direction of causality is negative. This shows that 

energy consumption reduction strategies will increase carbon emission.  

In the MENA region, economic growth does not cause energy consumption and carbon 

emission. Carbon emission uni-directionally causes economic growth and the direction is 

positive. This implies that environmental and energy conservation policies which aim to reduce 

carbon emission will cause a decline in economic growth in the MENA region. There is 

feedback causal relationship between carbon emission and energy consumption. Energy 

consumption positively cause carbon emissions. Thus, energy conservation policies will 

decrease carbon emissions, however, environmental policies, which aim at reducing carbon 

emissions, will increase energy consumption. Uni-directional causality runs from energy 

consumption to economic growth and the relationship is negative. Thus, energy conservation 

policies will increase economic growth in this region.  

In sub-Saharan Africa, there is no causal relationship between carbon emission and 

economic growth. Energy consumption uni-directional ly causes economic growth and the 

relationship is positive without feedback response. This suggests that energy conservation 

policies will hurt economic growth in sub-Saharan Africa. Energy consumption uni-

directionally causes carbon emission and the causal direction is negative. This suggests that 

energy conservation policies will increase carbon emission.  

The variance decomposition shows that economic growth does not explain much of the 

variation in carbon emissions and energy consumption in both the short-run and the long-run. 

The impulse response analysis shows that shock to the global economic growth will initially 

decrease and eventually increase and stabilizes energy consumption in the long-run, however, 

carbon emissions will increase and stabilizes in the long-run. Also, a shock to Asia-Pacific’s 

economic growth will decrease energy consumption and stabilizes in the long-run, however, 



carbon emissions will decrease and stabilize in the long-run. A shock to Latin America and the 

Caribbean’s economic growth will decrease energy consumption and the impact is shortlived, 

however, carbon emission will initially decrease and eventually increase and stabilizes in the 

long-run. This is an evidence against the existence of Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC). 

A one standard deviation shock to MENA’s economic growth will initially decrease 

energy consumption but increase persistently in the long run while carbon emissions will 

initially increase but eventually decreases and stabilizes in the long run. In addition, a shock to 

sub-Saharan Africa’s economic growth will initially increase energy consumption and but later 

decreases and stabilizes in the long run while carbon emissions initially increase and later 

decreases and stabilizes in the long run. The impulse response functions show that EKC exists 

in MENA and sub-Saharan Africa.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7. Conclusions 

The economic growth, energy consumption and carbon emission nexus have important 

policy implications. However, not enough empirical studies have analyzed the dynamic 

relationship between these variables in tandem. This study, therefore, utilized system-GMM 

PVAR to examines the dynamic causal relationship between economic growth, carbon dioxide 

emission and energy consumption while controlling for trade openness for panel data of 116 

countries over the period 1990-2014.  

The empirical results from this study have established key relationships which have 

important policy implications. First, at the global level and regional levels, economic growth 

does not affect energy consumption. Second, with the exception of Latin America and the 

Caribbean region, economic growth has no causal impact on carbon emission. Third, economic 

growth has a negative causal impact on carbon emission in the Carribean-Latin America region. 

Fourth, carbon emission causes economic growth and the direction of causality is positive. 

Fifth, energy consumption positively causes economic growth in sub-Saharan Africa and at the 

global level while it negatively causes economic growth in MENA, Asia-Pacific and 

Caribbean-Latin America regions. Sixth, energy consumption causes carbon emission 

positively at the global level and the MENA region but causes carbon emission negatively in 

Africa and Latin America and Caribbean region. Lastly, with the exception of MENA, carbon 

emission does not cause energy consumption. 

Finally, the forecast error variance decomposition shows that a shock in economic 

growth does not significantly cause many variations in energy consumption and carbon 

emission in the long run at the global and the regional levels. However, the behaviour of energy 

consumption and carbon emission in response to a shock in economic growth varies at the 

global and regional levels. The impulse response functions reveal the existence of the 

Environmental Kuznets curve (EKC) in sub-Saharan Africa regions. The results are stable as 

all the eigenvalues lie in the circle and hence good for forecasting and policy recommendations.  

In addition, trade openness negatively causes energy consumption and carbon emission 

in.  Thus, trade liberalization policies will enable the transfer of technologies which will help 

in energy and environmental conservations. In addition, trade liberalization policies will 

increase economic growth in sub-Saharan Africa and MENA but will decrease economic 

growth in the Asia-Pacific region.  



This study has demonstrated that there are macroeconomic costs associated with 

environmental and energy conservation policies which seek to reduce carbon emission. From 

the findings, I recommend that since economic growth has no causal impact on energy 

consumption and carbon emission and to some extent ensures environmental sustainability, 

structural policies should pursue at both the global and regional levels to achieve robust 

economic growth. As carbon emission causes growth positively, global and regional policies 

that target reduction in carbon emission will constrain future economic growth. Therefore, 

energy and environmental conservation policies should be implemented with care without 

causing close-form relationships which will cause a decline in global and regionals economic 

growth.  
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Appendix 

Table A.1: Global variance decomposition 
Forecast                                                                        Impulse variable 
            
horizon dloggdpg dlogencpc dlogco2gdp dlogtra 
dloggdpg     
0       0       0     0        0 
1       1       0     0        0 
2 .9855379 .0000975 .0106594 .0037052 
3 .9835482 .0001098 .0125741 .0037679 
4 .9832975 .000117 .0128049 .0037806 
5 .9832724 .0001176 .012828 .0037821 
6 .98327 .0001177 .0128301 .0037822 
7 .9832697 .0001177 .0128303 .0037822 
8 .9832697 .0001177 .0128304 .0037822 
9 .9832697 .0001177 .0128304 .0037822 
10 .9832697 .0001177 .0128304 .0037822 
dlogencpc     
0       0       0         0       0 
1 .0012187 .9987813         0       0 
2 .0019395 .960726 .0015636 .0357708 
3 .0019376 .9597483 .0015761 .036738 
4 .0019396 .9597446 .0015768 .036739 
5 .0019398 .9597442 .0015768 .0367393 
6 .0019398 .9597441 .0015768 .0367393 
7 .0019398 .9597441 .0015768 .0367393 
8 .0019398 .9597441 .0015768 .0367393 
9 .0019398 .9597441 .0015768 .0367393 
10 .0019398 .9597441 .0015768 .0367393 
dlogco2gdp     
0        0     0        0       0 
1 .0067376 .1511843 .8420781       0 
2 .0067809 .1512634 .8334273 .0085285 
3 .0067939 .1513261 .8328609 .0090191 
4 .0068032 .1513271 .8328491 .0090205 
5 .0068042 .151327 .8328482 .0090206 
6 .0068043 .151327 .8328482 .0090206 
7 .0068043 .151327 .8328482 .0090206 
8 .0068043 .151327 .8328482 .0090206 
9 .0068043 .151327 .8328482 .0090206 
10 .0068043 .151327 .8328482 .0090206 
dlogtra     
0         0       0        0       0 
1 .0071413 .0066247 .0027405 .9834936 
2 .007872 .0143761 .002717 .975035 
3 .0078856 .0145712 .0027212 .9748221 
4 .0078868 .0145712 .0027218 .9748202 
5 .007887 .0145713 .0027218 .9748199 
6 .0078871 .0145713 .0027218 .9748199 
7 .0078871 .0145713 .0027218 .9748199 
8 .0078871 .0145713 .0027218 .9748199 
9 .0078871 .0145713 .0027218 .9748199 
10 .0078871 .0145713 .0027218 .9748199 

 
 
 
 
 



Table A. 2: Asia-Pacific variance decomposition 
 

Forecast                                                                    Impulse variable 
             
horizon dlogArgdpg dlogAencpc dlogACO2GDP dlogAtra 
dlogArgdpg     
0        0         0 0 0 
1        1         0 0 0 
2 .8816108 .0669251 .036768 .0146961 
3 .879366 .0677705 .0382064 .014657 
4 .8793539 .0677698 .0382106 .0146657 
5 .8793526 .0677697 .0382109 .0146667 
6 .8793525 .0677697 .038211 .0146668 
7 .8793525 .0677697 .038211 .0146668 
8 .8793525 .0677697 .038211 .0146668 
9 .8793525 .0677697 .038211 .0146668 
10 .8793525 .0677697 .038211 .0146668 
dlogAencpc     
0      0        0       0       0 
1 .0318953 .9681047       0       0 
2 .0327943 .9571207 .0043814 .0057037 
3 .0328657 .9560401 .004425 .0066691 
4 .032862 .9559438 .0044588 .0067354 
5 .0328617 .9559336 .0044624 .0067424 
6 .0328616 .9559324 .0044628 .0067431 
7 .0328616 .9559323 .0044629 .0067432 
8 .0328616 .9559323 .0044629 .0067432 
9 .0328616 .9559323 .0044629 .0067432 
10 .0328616 .9559323 .0044629 .0067432 
dlogACO2GDP     
0       0         0      0       0 
1 .0046167 .0772453 .918138       0 
2 .0045983 .0755222 .9187379 .0011414 
3 .0046099 .0754991 .9186451 .0012459 
4 .0046098 .0754995 .9186367 .0012541 
5 .0046098 .0754994 .9186357 .001255 
6 .0046098 .0754994 .9186355 .0012551 
7 .0046098 .0754994 .9186355 .0012551 
8 .0046098 .0754994 .9186355 .0012551 
9 .0046098 .0754994 .9186355 .0012551 
10 .0046098 .0754994 .9186355 .0012551 
dlogAtra     
0       0         0      0      0 
1 .0008587 .0008517 .0287177 .9695719 
2 .0037039 .0019461 .039732 .9546181 
3 .0036584 .0028575 .0438117 .9496724 
4 .0036556 .0029074 .0441849 .9492521 
5 .0036553 .0029127 .0442254 .9492066 
6 .0036553 .0029132 .0442295 .9492019 
7 .0036553 .0029133 .04423 .9492015 
8 .0036553 .0029133 .04423 .9492014 
9 .0036553 .0029133 .04423 .9492014 
10 .0036553 .0029133 .04423 .9492014 

 
 

 
 
 
 



Table A.  3: Caribbean-Latin America variance decomposition 
 

Forecast                                                               Impulse variable 
             
horizon dlogLrgdpg dlogLencpc dlogLCO2GDP dlogLtra 
dlogLrgdpg     
0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 
2 .9066132 .0047153 .0876344 .0010371 
3 .9044003 .0054394 .0890759 .0010845 
4 .9042318 .0054755 .0892082 .0010844 
5 .9042246 .0054791 .0892118 .0010844 
6 .9042243 .0054792 .089212 .0010844 
7 .9042243 .0054793 .089212 .0010844 
8 .9042243 .0054793 .089212 .0010844 
9 .9042243 .0054793 .089212 .0010844 
10 .9042243 .0054793 .089212 .0010844 
dlogLencpc     
0       0       0       0       0 
1 .0048442 .9951558       0       0 
2 .0056675 .9874304 .0067023 .0001998 
3 .0056784 .9874136 .0067007 .0002072 
4 .0056784 .9874126 .0067017 .0002072 
5 .0056784 .9874126 .0067017 .0002072 
6 .0056784 .9874126 .0067017 .0002072 
7 .0056784 .9874126 .0067017 .0002072 
8 .0056784 .9874126 .0067017 .0002072 
9 .0056784 .9874126 .0067017 .0002072 
10 .0056784 .9874126 .0067017 .0002072 
dlogLCO2GDP     
0      0       0      0      0 
1 .0007407 .3242404 .6750188      0 
2 .0158143 .339033 .6437197 .001433 
3 .016026 .3389821 .6435525 .0014394 
4 .016046 .3389693 .6435452 .0014394 
5 .0160464 .3389691 .643545 .0014394 
6 .0160465 .3389691 .643545 .0014394 
7 .0160465 .3389691 .643545 .0014394 
8 .0160465 .3389691 .643545 .0014394 
9 .0160465 .3389691 .643545 .0014394 
10 .0160465 .3389691 .643545 .0014394 
dlogLtra     
0          0       0        0      0 
1 .0258603 .0010536 .0000398 .9730462 
2 .0319329 .0019579 .0270049 .9391043 
3 .0319109 .002622 .0270389 .9384282 
4 .0319122 .0026292 .0270501 .9384086 
5 .0319122 .0026296 .0270501 .9384081 
6 .0319122 .0026296 .0270501 .9384081 
7 .0319122 .0026296 .0270501 .9384081 
8 .0319122 .0026296 .0270501 .9384081 
9 .0319122 .0026296 .0270501 .9384081 
10 .0319122 .0026296 .0270501 .9384081 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Table A. 4: MENA variance decomposition 
 
Forecast  Impulse variable              
horizon dlogMrgdpg dlogMencpc dlogMCO2GDP dlogMtra 
dlogMrgdpg     
0             0              0              0            0 
1             1              0              0            0 
2 .9822517 .0012354 .0161215 .0003914 
3 .9803079 .0011539 .0181271 .0004111 
4 .9791479 .001217 .0191975 .0004377 
5 .978983 .0012097 .0193677 .0004396 
6 .9788842 .0012144 .0194595 .0004418 
7 .9788685 .0012137 .0194757 .000442 
8 .9788599 .0012141 .0194838 .0004422 
9 .9788583 .001214 .0194854 .0004422 
10 .9788575 .001214 .0194861 .0004423 
dlogMencpc     
0             0              0              0           0 
1 .0074536 .9925464              0           0 
2 .0065107 .8936161 .0911113 .008762 
3 .0060902 .8744109 .1093497 .0101491 
4 .0060645 .869594 .1138495 .010492 
5 .0060379 .8684364 .1149472 .0105787 
6 .0060368 .8681061 .115255 .010602 
7 .006035 .8680264 .1153306 .010608 
8 .006035 .8680034 .1153521 .0106096 
9 .0060349 .8679978 .1153573 .01061 
10 .0060349 .8679961 .1153589 .0106101 
dlogMCO2GDP     
0              0              0              0           0 
1 .0078801 .3373333 .6547866           0 
2 .0136176 .353989 .6278172 .0045762 
3 .0143224 .3612692 .619193 .0052154 
4 .0148153 .3626895 .6170774 .0054178 
5 .0148904 .3631641 .616485 .0054605 
6 .0149357 .3632556 .6163341 .0054746 
7 .0149435 .363288 .6162909 .0054775 
8 .0149477 .3632939 .61628                

.0054785 
9 .0149485 .3632961 .6162767 .0054787 
10 .0149489 .3632964 .616276 .0054787 
dlogMtra     
0            0           0            0            0 
1 .0340586 .0471176 .0343928 .8844309 
2 .0259581 .108513 .2238682 .6416607 
3 .026456 .1245608 .2265334 .6224498 
4 .0263999 .1284716 .2274084 .6177201 
5 .0264464 .1294919 .2277797 .616282 
6 .0264469 .1297614 .2278323 .6159593 
7 .0264521 .1298321 .2278587 .6158572 
8 .0264525 .1298508 .227862 .6158347 
9 .0264531 .1298557 .2278639 .6158273 
10 .0264531 .129857 .2278641 .6158258 

 



Table A. 5: Sub-Saharan Africa variance decomposition 
 

Forecast                                                                  Impulse variable 
             
horizon dlogSrgdpg dlogSencpc dlogSCO2GDP dlogStra 
dlogSrgdpg     
0          0        0          0      0 
1          1        0          0      0 
2 .9069699 .0409901 .0107122 .0413278 
3 .8701418 .062304 .0101226 .0574317 
4 .8627542 .0669471 .0100407 .060258 
5 .8615963 .0677038 .0100339 .0606661 
6 .8614259 .0678168 .010033 .0607243 
7 .8614009 .0678335 .0100328 .0607328 
8 .8613972 .0678359 .0100328 .060734 
9 .8613967 .0678363 .0100328 .0607342 
10 .8613966 .0678364 .0100328 .0607342 
dlogSencpc     
0        0      0       0       0 
1 .0140714 .9859287       0       0 
2 .0159401 .970582 .0000221 .0134559 
3 .0161663 .9683469 .000216 .0152708 
4 .0162037 .9681513 .0002379 .015407 
5 .01621 .9681321 .000239 .0154189 
6 .016211 .9681295 .0002391 .0154204 
7 .0162111 .9681292 .0002391 .0154206 
8 .0162112 .9681291 .0002391 .0154206 
9 .0162112 .9681291 .0002391 .0154206 
10 .0162112 .9681291 .0002391 .0154206 
dlogSCO2GDP     
0       0       0       0        0 
1 .0441848 .1030111 .8528041        0 
2 .0396371 .1649013 .7433467 .0521149 
3 .0392844 .1692045 .7372956 .0542155 
4 .039276 .1693609 .7371156 .0542475 
5 .0392765 .1693663 .7371088 .0542483 
6 .0392766 .1693667 .7371082 .0542485 
7 .0392766 .1693667 .7371082 .0542485 
8 .0392766 .1693667 .7371081 .0542485 
9 .0392766 .1693667 .7371081 .0542485 
10 .0392766 .1693667 .7371081 .0542485 
dlogStra     
0       0      0     0        0 
1 .0058146 .000859 .0362927 .9570336 
2 .0063249 .0092293 .0512837 .9331621 
3 .0064221 .0092414 .051606 .9327304 
4 .0064285 .0092926 .0516012 .9326777 
5 .0064292 .0092982 .0516012 .9326714 
6 .0064293 .0092986 .0516012 .9326709 
7 .0064293 .0092987 .0516012 .9326708 
8 .0064293 .0092987 .0516012 .9326708 
9 .0064293 .0092987 .0516012 .9326708 
10 .0064293 .0092987 .0516012 .9326708 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Figure A. 1: GLOBAL stability Graph 

 

 
 

 Figure A.2: Asia-Pacific stability graph 
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 Figure A.3: Caribbean-Latin America stability graph 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure A.4: MENA stability graph 
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Figure A. 5: Sub-Saharan Africa stability graph 

 

 

Table B.1 Countries included in the study 

Angola, Benin, Botswana, Cabo Verde, Cameroon, Comoros, Congo, Dem. Rep., Congo, Rep., 

Cote d'Ivoire, Djibouti, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Gambia,  Ghana, Guinea-

Bissau, Kenya, Lesotho, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, 

Seychelles,  South Africa, Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania, Togo, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Algeria, 

Bahrain, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Malta, Morocco, Oman, 

Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates, Yemen, Rep. 

Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, 

Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Grenada, 

Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, 

St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, 

Uruguay, Venezuela, Australia, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, China, 

Fiji, Hong Kong SAR, China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Rep., Malaysia, Maldives, 

Mongolia, Myanmar, Nepal, New Zealand, Pakistan, Philippines, Samoa, Sao Tome and 

Principe, Singapore, Solomon Islands, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Timor-Leste, Tonga, Vanuatu, 

Vietnam.  
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